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Agenda

✤ Text Components In-depth

✤ Integer Component

✤ Double Component

✤ Currency Component

✤ Spell Checking

✤ Auto-completion

✤ Music Staff

All components available at:
https://svn.java.net/svn/jdnc-incubator~svn/trunk/src/rdcsailing
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Why Extend?

Java’s text controls have not changed much in the past decade. Key 
deficiencies include:
✤ Limiting text input to a specified number of characters. Most database 

restrict data input. UI should be the first line of defense in validating 
user data.

✤ Handling integer and floating point numeric data. Applications 
handle more than just text data. The getText method is inadequate.

✤ Restricting the format of user input.
✤ Spell checking is ubiquitous in more applications. Users now expect 

integrated spell checking.
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Plain TextRich Text

Java’s Text Components

JTextComponent

JEditorPane JTextArea JTextField

JFormattedTextField JPasswordFieldJTextPane
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Java’s Text Components

✤ JEditorPane - text component for edit rich text such as RTF and 
HTML. EditorKits are used to read, display, and edit content.

✤ JFormattedTextField - extends JTextField and supports formatting the 
input. Formatting does not restrict what a user enters.

✤ JPasswordField - extension to JTextField that masks inputted text.
✤ JTextArea - multi-line text field that edits plain text.
✤ JTextField - single row of text, auto-scrolls, no formatting.
✤ JTextPane - text component supporting custom mark-up - 

programmatically formatting the text.
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Nuts & Bolts

Document
javax.swing.document

TextUI
javax.swing.plaf.TextUI

Highlighter
javax.swing.text.Highlighter

Caret
javax.swing.text.Caret

Element
javax.swing.text.Element

TextComponent
javax.swing.text.JTextComponent

View
javax.swing.text.View

Style
javax.swing.text.Style

EditorKit
javax.swing.text.EditorKit
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Look & Feel

Key concept to understand in relation to text controls is the Look & Feel.
✤ LookAndFeel (L&F) is a set of ComponentUI classes that provide a 

common theme or appearance for controls. Can be platform specific 
or cross platform.

✤ Transparent to the application developer using the control (mostly).
✤ Java’s L&F controls:

✤ Key Bindings
✤ Icons
✤ Focus Border
✤ Text (Locale sensitive)
✤ Consistent Appearance
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Text Component Review
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Look & Feel Overview
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Look & Feel

What are the pieces of a component in Swing?

✤Keystroke handling
✤Tooltips
✤Accessibility
✤Client Properties

❖Painting
❖Layout
❖Dimensions

JComponent ComponentUI

LookAndFeel Specific
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Text ComponentUI Hierarchy

TextUI

BasicTextUI

BasicTextFieldUIBasicEditorPaneUI BasicTextAreaUI

BasicTextPaneUI BasicPasswordFieldUI BasicFormattedTextFieldUI

ComponentUI
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BasicTextUI
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Relating L&F to TextComponents

What is the relationship of text component’s to the L&F?
✤ What ComponentUI is returned for a JTextField on:

✤ MacOS X:  com.apple.laf.AquaTextFieldUI
✤ Windows: javax.swing.plaf.synth.SynthTextFieldUI

✤ Actual rendering of the text is not L&F sensitive.
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Summarize

Summarize:

✤ Swing text components extend JTextComponent.

✤ L&F UI delegates extend TextUI.

✤ There is a relationship between the JTextComponent subclasses and 
the TextUI classes.

Next how is the data stored?
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Text Component Documents

AbstractDocument

DefaultStyledDocument

PlainDocument

HTMLDocument

Document
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Text Storage

Where is the text stored?
✤ AbstractDocument doesn’t store the actual text.
✤ Text data is stored in an implementation of 

javax.text.AbstractDocument.Content.
✤ Concrete implementations of Content:

✤ GapContent - gapped buffer - geared towards efficient insertion 
and deletion operations clustered around same location.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gap_buffer
✤ StringContent - not used.

✤ Tidbit: Content object is created in the constructor (can be passed in). 
It is a private variable in AbstractDocument. 
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Text Storage

Utility classes:
✤ Segment - javax.text.Segment (class)

✤ Represents a fragment of text and is backed by an char[].
✤ Meant for fast access without COPYING.
✤ Subclasses: AttributedSegment, CachedSegment, IndexedSegment.

✤ Position - javax.text.Position (interface)
✤ Represents a position within a document. 
✤ Tracks changes to a document. 
✤ Subclasses: StickyPosition. Code generation is good in moderation.

Code generation, like drinking alcohol, is good in moderation.

Position = 16 

Position = 40
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Structuring & Rendering Text

✤ Storage of text attributes and rendering is split into two different 
hierarchical structures:

1. Elements - structure the text and associate the text with its 
attributes (bold/italic/font etc.)

javax.swing.text.Element - Interface - line, password

2. Views - handle the actual rendering of the text.

javax.swing.text.View - Abstract class - paragraph, section

✤ Elements and views are closely intertwined with the type of 
document - PlainDocument vs. DefaultStyledDocument.
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Element Basics

✤ Element javax.text.Element interface:
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AbstractDocument

Element Basics

Element

AbstractElement

BranchElementLeafElement

BidiElement RunElement

BidiRootElement

BlockElementSectionElement

public class NOT public static class
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Element Types

Two fundamental types of elements:

✤ BranchElement - javax.swing.text.AbstractDocument.BranchElement

Composite element that contains other elements.

✤ LeafElement - javax.swing.text.AbstractDocument.BranchElement

Directly represents content - leaf is used in rendering.
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Elements

Text Area Demo
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Elements

Paragraph

Content
(0,984)

Content
(984,1029) ...

JTextArea doesn’t format the text.
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View Hierarchy

View

AsyncBoxViewComponentView

GlyphView

IconView ImageView

PlainView

LabelView FieldView

PasswordView

CompositeView

BoxView

BlockView FlowView TableView WrappedPlainView ZoneView
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Views & JTextComponents

View classes are responsible for rendering the text:
✤ JTextArea

✤ PlainView - multiline text with one font/color.
✤ WrappedPlainView - multiline text with one font/color supporting wrapping.

✤ JTextField & JPasswordField
✤ FieldView - single line text with one font/color - horizontal scrolling.
✤ PasswordView - single line text with one font/color, horizontal scrolling, echo 

character.
✤ JTextPane/JEditorPane

✤ BoxView - arranges other views in a box along an axis.
✤ ParagraphView - line wrapping view supporting multiple colors/fonts.
✤ LabelView - styled text - repository for text attributes - mapped over segment of the 

document.
✤ IconView - renders an icon.
✤ ComponentView - renders a Swing component in a text field. 
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Mapping Keys

✤ Keymap: Maps KeyStrokes to Actions.

✤ KeyBinding: Keystrokes to Action names.

✤ EditorKit supplies the bulk of the actions.

✤ Actions are derived from TextAction.

✤ Keymaps are hierarchical!

✤ Separate KeyMap for JTextField, JPasswordField, etc.

✤ Can be set for a specific component. 
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Undo/Redo

✤ All text components support undo/redo.

✤ Subclasses should test to make sure they do not break undo/redo 
support.

✤ Enabling undo/redo:

JTextField textField = new JTextField();
UndoManager manager = new UndoManager();
Document document = textField.getDocument();
document.addUndoableEditListener(manager);
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Text Component Review

✤ For developing custom text components we need to decide what we 
are changing:
✤ Swing component (JTextField)?
✤ ComponentUI subclass (BasicTextUI)?
✤ View subclass (LabelView)?
✤ Document (StyledDocument)?
✤ Can we just change a setting in the UIDefaults?

✤ Sometimes to make a simple change we have to change multiple 
classes.
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Custom Components

✤ Simple Components
✤ Integer input

✤ Formatting
✤ Decimal input
✤ Currency 

✤ Adapters
✤ Spell Checking
✤ Autocompletion

✤ Advanced
✤ Musical Staff
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Integer Component 
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Integer Component

Why create an integer component?
✤ Restrict user input to just numeric data.
✤ Format the number with thousands separator - locale sensitive.
✤ Provide accessor methods that return the number as an integer/long 

type.
✤ Prevent the user from entering in values that exceed the integer/long 

data types.
✤ Optionally restrict the user to positive numbers.
✤ Enforcing minimum and maximum values.
✤ Colorize negative numbers red.
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Integer Component

✤ Recipe for implementing the currency component:

✤ Extend JTextField - JXLongField.

✤ Add methods for returning the value as a long/integer.

✤ Add methods for restricting the numeric range.

✤ Create a new PlainDocument extension that restricts input and 
correctly formats the number with the decimal separator.

✤ Restrict input for both ints and longs.
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Integer Component

Implementation highlights:
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Integer Component
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Double Component
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Double Component

Why a double component?
✤ Control the input of a floating point number, limit the input to 

numbers.
✤ Format the floating point number according to the locale.
✤ Ensure that the number does not exceed double/float boundaries.
✤ Provide accessors for retrieve the number as a BigDecimal.
✤ Only convert the number to a double/float upon request. Do not 

use double/float in implementation - avoid floating point precision 
problems.

✤ Notify code if the value is invalid.
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Double Component

Implementation notes:
✤ Return null if the number entered is invalid or cannot be interpreted.
✤ Apply formatting after the component has lost focus and only if the 

component’s value is valid - including formatting. If a value entered 
is 100,0.1 (US Locale), on focus lost don’t try to interpret. The user 
may have more values to enter but was distracted. 

✤ Render formatted value (if valid) when focus is lost, otherwise render 
what the user typed.

✤ Rendering is left up to the default View, all logic is implemented 
within the document.
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Double Component

Recipe for implementing the double component:

1. PlainDocument subclass to restrict input.

2. Create a FieldView subclass to render formatted when focus lost.

3. Create a new BasicTextFieldUI subclass.

Override the create method and return the new FieldView.

4. Create a new JTextField subclass

Return the new BasicTextFieldUI subclass
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Double Component
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Double Component
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Double Component
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Double Component
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Currency Component
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Currency Component

✤ Why create a currency control?
✤ Restrict user input to just numeric data.
✤ Control the presentation of the currency.
✤ Control the interpretation of the number.
✤ Control the input of the number.

✤ Why not use JFormattedTextField?
✤ Invalid values are sometimes erroneously interpreted.
✤ Controlling locale/currency settings independently.
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Currency Component

✤ Locale and currency are distinct. If your locale is set to France/
French, you may still want to see a currency value represented in US 
dollars. 

✤ A US currency value in France would be presented as US currency 
with the number formatted according to French custom - comma is 
the decimal point. Example:
✤ US Locale, US Currency: $1.50
✤ France Locale, US Currency: 1,50 USD

✤ Why USD and not “$”? The “$” symbol also represents a Australian 
dollar, New Zealand dollar, Canadian dollar. Which dollar?

✤ Currency code appears when you want to display a currency from 
another country/locale.
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Currency Component

✤ Swiss Francs renders with a decimal point instead of a comma.
✤ Do not want to store USD/$ in the Document - describes the value 

but isn’t part of the value entered.
✤ Value should be stored as a BigDecimal/Long.
✤ Do not mix currency values with floating point math!
✤ NumberFormatters can be unpredictable: $ 12.30 throws a parse 

exception (space between ‘$’ and ‘1’.
✤ Example: Java™ Number Cruncher: The Java Programmer's Guide to 

Numerical Computing (0-13-046041-9)

Prints “Sum: 120.001114” instead of “Sum: 120”
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Currency Component

What are we trying to build?

Decimal point is fixed - doesn’t move.
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Currency Component

Recipe for implementing the currency component:

1. Subclass PlainDocument to restrict input.

2. Create a FieldView subclass to do the custom rendering.

3. Create a new BasicTextFieldUI subclass.

Override the create method and return the new FieldView.

4. Create a new JTextField subclass

Return the new BasicTextFieldUI subclass
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Currency Component
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Currency Component
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Currency Component
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Spell Checking
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Spell Checker

✤ Several pieces to spell checking:
✤ Dictionary - list of valid words.

✤ Build dictionary from books on 
project Gutenberg.

✤ Suggestion algorithm:
http://norvig.com/spell-correct.html

✤ Visual feedback on spelling errors.
✤ User interface for fixing errors and 

recording new words.
✤ Caveats:

✤ Language is complicated! 
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Spell Checker

✤ Presentation demo code:
✤ Demo: org.jdesktop.swingx.demo.SpellCheckerDemo.
✤ Adapter class: org.jdesktop.swingx.JXSpellChecker.
✤ Works with JTextField, JTextArea, JTextPane, etc.
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Spell Checker

✤ Design goals:
✤ Word verification and suggestions should be pluggable.
✤ Text control agnostic:

✤ Don’t force use of specialized subclasses. 
✤ Spell checking doesn’t require any custom UI delegates or 

special documents, etc.
✤ Implementation details:

✤ javax.swing.text.LayeredHighlighter.LayerPainter - visually marks 
errors

✤ javax.swing.text.TextAction - displays suggestion dialog
✤ javax.swing.eventDocumentListener - checks edits
✤ javax.swing.event.CaretListener - Remove highlight when editing a 

word.
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Spell Checker - Highlighter 
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Spell Checker
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Spell Checker - Tracking

SpellingError tracks spelling errors and maintains a link to the 
highlighter.
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Spell Checker

Term “Spell Checker” has 611 hits in the ACM Digital Library.
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Commercial/Open Source

✤ Wintertree (commercial)
http://www.wintertree-software.com/

✤ JSpell (commercial)
http://www.jspell.com/

✤ Spellex (commercial)
http://www.spellex.com

✤ Jazzy (open-source)
http://sourceforge.net/projects/jazzy/
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/java/library/j-jazzy/
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Autocompletion
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Autocompletion

✤ Basic Behavior:
✤ Key combination triggers autocompletion.

✤ Only one match - complete the word.
✤ Multiple - display a list of suggestions.

✤ Auto-lookup goes against a pre-configured list of entries.
✤ Field pops-up - painted on top of the text component.
✤ Supports JTextfield, JTextArea, JTextPane.

✤ Implementation:
✤ Keymaps are key to auto-completion.
✤ Manipulating focus so that the pop-up box doesn’t steal keystrokes.
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Autocompletion

Technical requirements:
✤ Activated by Control-Space.
✤ Arrow keys navigate the list of suggestions.
✤ Enter selects a suggestion. 
✤ Double clicking on a suggestion selects it.
✤ Typing more letters prunes the list of suggestions.
✤ No need to subclass text components.
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Autocompletion

Demo Code
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Autocompletion
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Autocompletion

Constructor continued...
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Autocompletion
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Autocompletion
Display Action
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Music Staff
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Music Staff

✤ Behavior: render a musical staff with notes instead of text!

Input limited to ABCDEFG and |.

✤ Use attributes to denote note note length and accidentals etc. For 
example:

Typing 2 sets logical formatting to render a half note.

✤ Leverage JTextPane for the rendering - support multiple rows etc.
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Music Staff

JTextPane and View Structure.

ParagraphView

ParagraphView.Row

LabelView 1 LabelView 2 LabelView 3

ParagraphView.Row

LabelView 1 LabelView 2 LabelView 3

ParagraphView.Row

LabelView 1 LabelView 2 LabelView 3
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Music Staff

✤ Notes:

✤ Major Axis - axis along which the children are tiled is considered 
the major axis.

✤ Minor Axis - orthogonal to the major axis.

✤ Text rendering is not performed by the LabelView, it is delegated to 
javax.swing.text.GlyphPainter subclass (1 & 2).

✤ BoxView - tiles its children in a box shape along an axis.

✤ Many classes and methods are package protected/private making 
subclassing challenging at times.
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Music Staff

StyledEditorKit

MusicalStaffEditorKit

NoteView

View

MusicalParagraph

ParagraphView

BoxView

CustomRow
ViewFactory

MusicalStaffViewFactory

JXMusicStaff
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Music Staff
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Music Staff
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My Other Sessions

✤ Building a Home Security System with Java

Parc 55 - Divisidero

Tuesday 15:00-16:00
✤ Patterns and Best Practices for CDI

Hilton San Francisco - Plaza A/B

Wednesday 15:00 - 16:00
✤ NetBeans Project Management

Parc 55 - Embarcadero

Wednesday 11:30 - 12:30
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Building Sophisticated Text 
Components

Q&A

✤ Questions: rcuprak@gmail.com

✤ All components available at:

https://svn.java.net/svn/jdnc-incubator~svn/trunk/src/rdcsailing
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